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Abstract
In this paper, norm estimates are obtained for the problem of minimal-norm tangential
interpolation by vector-valued analytic functions in weighted Hp spaces, expressed in
terms of the Carleson constants of related scalar measures. Applications are given to the
notion of p-controllability properties of linear semigroup systems and controllability by
functions in certain Sobolev spaces.
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1 Introduction and Notation
Given a Hilbert space H, operators G1, . . . , Gn on H, vectors a1, . . . , an in H, and z1, . . . , zn
in C+ we estimate the minimal norm of a function f ∈ HpW (C+,H), 1 ≤ p < ∞, satisfying
the interpolation conditions
Gkf(zk) = ak (k = 1, . . . , n)
(all necessary notation is explained below). This can be regarded as a problem of tangential
interpolation in the sense of [1]. We shall see that in many cases a sharp estimate can be
given in terms of the Carleson constants of various scalar measures.
In the paper [6], certain weighted vector-valued generalizations of the Shapiro–Shields inter-
polation theory [12] for the Hardy space H2 of the right-hand complex half-plane C+ were
achieved. The central tool was a modification of an approach of McPhail [9] to the matrix
case via matrix Blaschke–Potapov products (see e.g. [11]), which allowed a unified treatment
of tangential interpolation results in the literature as well as their extension to the general
weighted case (in the sense of matrix weights in the target space).
The purpose of the present paper is to extend this weighted tangential interpolation theory
to interpolation by functions in vector-valued Hp spaces, 1 ≤ p <∞, on the right half plane.
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In certain cases, we can also deal with matrix-weighted vector-valued Hp spaces. Note that
matrix weights appear in two different meanings here. First, we use “matrix weights in the
target space”, in the sense that given a sequence of distinct points (zk) in the right half plane
C+ and a sequence of N × N matrices (Gk), thought of as weights, with ranges Jk ⊆ CN ,
we try to find for each sequence in (ak) in ℓ
p(Jk) an interpolating C
N valued function f in
an appropriate space with Gkf(zk) = ak for all k. Weights in this sense are very useful for
questions of controllability in linear systems with multidimensional input space governed by
diagonal semigroups, as discussed in [6]. The main interesting case here is the “tangential”
case, i.e., where rankGk = 1 for all k ∈ N.
Second, the weights newly introduced in the present paper are matrix weights on the space of
interpolating functions. Namely, rather than interpolating by functions in H2(C+,C
N ), we
will seek to interpolate by functions in the weighted vector-valued Hp-space
HpW (C+,C
N ) = {f : C+ → CN analytic: sup
ε>0
∫
iR
〈W (t)2/pf(t + ε), f(t + ε)〉p/2dt < ∞},
where W is a measurable function on iR taking values a.e. in the positive invertible N ×N
matrices. We want to refer to W as a “matrix-weight in the function space”. The motivation
in this case is given by questions of controllability by functions in certain Sobolev spaces,
which are new even in the scalar case.
Again, the approach of McPhail modified to the matrix case will play an important role,
together with the theory of matrix A2 weights.
In Section 2 we give norm estimates for the minimum-norm interpolation problem. Applica-
tions to various notions of controllability are contained in Section 3.
We shall frequently use the following notation. Let (zk)k∈N be a Blaschke sequence of pairwise
distinct elements in the right half plane C+ = {z ∈ C : Re z > 0}. Let bk(z) = z−zkz+z¯k denote
the Blaschke factor for zk. For n ∈ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let Bn(z) =
∏n
j=1 bj(z), Bn,k(z) =∏n
j=1,j 6=k bj(z), bn,k = Bn,k(zk), b∞,k = limn→∞Bn,k(zk).
Also kzk =
1
2π
1
z+z¯k
denotes the reproducing kernel at zk, so that 〈f, kzk〉 = f(zk) for all
f ∈ H2(C+).
For an index p with 1 ≤ p <∞, we use p′ to denote the conjugate index p/(p− 1).
2 Interpolation
The aim of this section is to extend the results of McPhail [9] to a vector setting. We begin
by collecting some tools.
2.1 Carleson–Duren type embedding theorems for matrix measures
Recall the classical Carleson–Duren Embedding Theorem (see e.g. [10], [3]).
Theorem 2.1 Let µ be a non-negative Borel measure on the right half plane C+ and let
1 ≤ α <∞. Then the following are equivalent:
1. The embedding
Hp(C+)→ Lαp(C+, µ)
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is bounded for some (or equivalently, for all) 1 ≤ p <∞.
2. There exists a constant C > 0 such that∫
D
|kλ(z)|2dµ(z) ≤ C‖kλ‖2H2α for all λ ∈ C+
3.
µ(QI) ≤ C|I|α for all intervals I ⊂ R,
where QI = {z = x+ iy ∈ C+ : y ∈ I, 0 < x < |I|}.
In this case, µ is called a α-Carleson measure.
For 0 < α < 1, we will call µ an α-Carleson measure if the embedding
Hp(C+)→ Lαp(C+, µ)
is bounded for some (or equivalently, for all) 1 ≤ p < ∞. In this case, conditions (2) and
(3) of the Theorem are no longer sufficient to µ to be α-Carleson, but they are easily seen
to be necessary. A necessary and sufficient condition for the case α < 1 can be found in [8,
Thm. C], and will be summarized in the following theorem.
For a scalar or operator valued regular Borel measure µ on C+, let Sµ denote the balayage of
µ,
Sµ(iω) =
∫
C+
pz(iω)dµ(z),
where
pz(iω) = π
−1 x
x2 + (y − ω)2 (1)
denotes the Poisson kernel for z = x+ iy on iR.
Theorem 2.2 [8] Let 0 < α < 1 and let µ be a (scalar-valued) non-negative regular Borel
measure on C+. Then
Hp(C+)→ Lαp(C+, µ)
is bounded for some, and equivalently, for all 0 < p <∞, if and only if Sµ ∈ L1/(1−α)(iR).
For a discrete measure with finite support, µ =
∑N
k=1Akδzk on C+, the balayage (if it exists)
can be conveniently expressed as
Sµ(iω) =
N∑
k=1
Akpzk(iω).
We can trivially include the notion of a 0-Carleson measure here, denoting a finite measure,
and find that
H∞(C+)→ Lp(C+, µ) (2)
is bounded for some, and equivalently, for all 0 < p <∞, if and only if µ is 0-Carleson.
We write Carlα(µ) for the infimum of constants satisfying 2.1 (2) in case α ≥ 1, respectively
‖Sµ‖1/(1−α) in case 0 < α < 1. With this notation, the known results yield easily that
‖Hp(C+)→ Lαp(C+, µ)‖ ≈ Carl1/(αp)α (µ)
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for 1 ≤ p <∞, α > 0, with equivalence constants depending only on p and α.
Let us use the following notation: For 0 < p < ∞, H a finite or infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space,
Hp(C+,H) =
{
f : C+ →H analytic: sup
ε>0
∫
iR
‖f(t+ ε)‖p dt <∞
}
,
and
Hp(C−,H) =
{
f : C+ →H anti-analytic: sup
ε>0
∫
iR
‖f(t+ ε)‖p dt <∞
}
.
Although a full operator analogue of even the classical Carleson Embedding Theorem is not
known, the following is easily proved.
Theorem 2.3 Let µ be a non-negative operator-valued Borel measure on the right half plane
C+. For 0 < p <∞, let
Lp(C+,H, µ) =
{
f : C+ →H strongly measurable :
∫
D
〈dµ(z)2/pf(z), f(z)〉p/2 <∞
}
.
Let ‖µ‖ be the total variation of µ,
‖µ‖(A) = sup
{
n∑
i=1
‖µ(Ai)‖ : A1, . . . , An pairwise disjoint, A1 ∪ · · · ∪An = A,n ∈ N
}
.
Suppose that ‖µ‖ is a scalar α-Carleson measure.
Then the embedding
Hp(C+,H)→ Lαp(C+,H, µ)
is bounded for 1 ≤ p <∞, 0 < α <∞, and the embedding
H∞(C+,H)→ Lp(C+,H, µ)
is bounded for 0 < p <∞, α = 0.
If dimH <∞, then the reverse is also true.
Proof A proof is stated here for the convenience of the reader. Let f ∈ Hp(C+,H).
Choosing an orthonormal basis (ej) of H and writing fj = 〈f(·), ej〉, we obtain∫
C+
〈dµ(z)2/(αp)f(z), f(z)〉αp/2 ≤
∫
C+
(
∞∑
j=1
|fj(z)|2)αp/2d‖µ‖(z)
≈
∫
C+
∫ 1
0
|
∞∑
j=1
rj(s)fj(z)|αpdsd‖µ‖(z)
.
∫ 1
0
∫
iR
|
∞∑
j=1
rj(s)fj(t)|pdtds
α
≈
∫
iR
(
∞∑
j=1
|fj(t)|2)p/2dt
α
= ‖f‖αpHp
4
by the Carleson–Duren Theorem, respectively the definition of a α-Carleson measure, in the
scalar case. Here, the rj , j ∈ N, denote the Rademacher functions on [0, 1], and we use
Khintchine’s inequalities in lines 2 and 4, and constants depend only on p.
For the reverse implication in the finite-dimensional case, just note that a comparison of
trace and operator norm gives that ‖µ‖ is a scalar α-Carleson measure if and only if trµ is
α-Carleson. Let e1, . . . , eN denote an orthonormal basis of H. Then in case 0 < α < ∞, the
reverse implication follows easily from the identity∫
C+
|f(z)|αpd trµ =
N∑
i=1
∫
C+
〈dµ(z)2/(αp)f(z)ei, f(z)ei〉αp/2 (f ∈ Hp(C+))
and the scalar case. In case α = 0, apply boundedness of the embedding H∞(C+,H) →
Lp(C+,H, µ) to the constant H-valued functions e1, . . . , eN .
Finally, we want to deal with a less trivial case, the case of matrix-weighted embeddings.
A strongly measurable function W : iR→ L(H) is called an operator weight, if it takes values
in the positive invertible operators in L(H) a.e. and ‖W‖, ‖W−1‖ ∈ L1loc(iR). If dimH <∞,
we speak of matrix weights. A matrix weight W is called matrix A2, if
sup
I⊂R,I bounded interval
∥∥∥∥∥
(
1
|I|
∫
I
W−1(t) dt
)1/2( 1
|I|
∫
I
W (t) dt
)(
1
|I|
∫
I
W−1(t) dt
)1/2∥∥∥∥∥ <∞
(3)
(see [14]). An equivalent formulation is the “invariant matrix A2 condition”
sup
z∈C+
‖(W−1(z))1/2W (z)(W−1(z))1/2‖ <∞, (4)
(see [14, Lem. 2.2]), where W (z), W−1(z) denote the Poisson extension of W resp. W−1 in
z ∈ C+ (so in general W−1(z) 6= (W (z))−1). The invariant A2 condition implies at once
W−1(·) ≈ (W (·))−1.
For matrix A2 weights, we have the following matrix-weighted embedding theorem, essentially
taken from [15]:
Theorem 2.4 Let µ be a non-negative N ×N matrix-valued Borel measure on the right half
plane C+, and let W be a matrix A2 weight on iR. We write W (z) for the harmonic extension
of W in z ∈ C+. Let
L2W (iR,C
N ) =
{
f : C+ → CN measurable :
∫
iR
〈W (t)f(t), f(t)〉dt <∞
}
,
L2W (C+,C
N , dµ) ={
f : C+ → CN measurable :
∫
C+
〈(W (z))1/2dµ(z)(W (z))1/2f(z), f(z)〉 <∞
}
.
Then the embedding
L2W (iR,C
N )→ L2W (C+,CN , dµ)
is bounded, if and and only if µ is a matrix Carleson measure.
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Proof “⇐” For the case of the unit disk and scalar measure µ, this is proved in [15,
Lem. 4.1]. The case of the right half plane for scalar measures is proved similarly. To obtain
the boundedness of the embedding for a matrix measure µ, just note that trµ is a Carleson
measure by Theorem 2.3 and that∫
C+
〈(W (z))1/2dµ(z)(W (z))1/2f(z), f(z)〉 ≤
∫
C+
〈W (z)f(z), f(z)〉d tr µ(z).
“⇒” As in the case of the unit disk, the matrix A2 condition implies a certain factorization
of the weight. Namely, there exist matrix-valued functions F,G ∈ L2loc(iR,CN×N ) such that
F ◦M , G ◦M are outer functions in H2(D,CN×N ), and W = F ∗F , W−1 = GG∗ a.e. on iR.
Here, M : D→ C+ denotes the Cayley transform z 7→ 1−z1+z . (For the case of the unit disk, see
the proof of [15, Thm. 3.2]. The case of the right half-plane C+ then follows easily from the
fact that composition with M maps a matrix A2 weight on iR to a matrix A2 weight on T.)
As in the proof of [15, Thm. 3.2],
|detG(z)| = |detF (z)|−1 for z ∈ C+
and
F ∗(z)F (z) ≤ (F ∗F )(z), G(z)G∗(z) ≤ (GG∗)(z) for all z ∈ C+ (5)
by Cauchy–Schwarz. Since by the matrix A2 condition there exists a constant C > 0 with
(W−1(z))1/2W (z)(W−1(z))1/2 ≤ C21 for all z ∈ C+,
it follows that
sup
z∈C+
|det(W (z))||det(W−1(z))| = sup
z∈C+
|det(W (z))|
|detF (z)|2
|det(W−1(z))|
|detG(z)|2 ≤ C
2N ,
with both factors bounded by below 1 because of (5). Thus
|detG(z)| ≤ (detW−1(z))1/2 ≤ CN |detG(z)| for all z ∈ C+.
As
0 ≤ (W−1(z))−1/2G(z)G∗(z)(W−1(z))−1/2 ≤ 1
and
1
C2N
≤ det((W−1(z))−1/2G(z)G∗(z)(W−1(z))−1/2) ≤ 1 for z ∈ C+,
it follows that
1
C2N
1 ≤ (W−1(z))−1/2G(z)G∗(z)(W−1(z))−1/2 ≤ 1 for z ∈ C+. (6)
Applying the invariant matrix A2 condition yet again,
1
C2N
1 ≤ (W (z))1/2G(z)G∗(z)(W (z))1/2 ≤ C21 for z ∈ C+. (7)
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Now let λ ∈ C+, and let e1, . . . , eN be the standard basis CN . Then (7) implies
1
C2N
∫
C+
|kλ(z)|2d tr µ(z)
≤
∫
C+
tr(G(z)∗(W (z))1/2dµ(z)(W (z))1/2G(z))|kλ(z)|2
=
N∑
i=1
∫
C+
〈(W (z))1/2dµ(z)(W (z))1/2G(z)kλ(z)ei, G(z)kλ(z)ei〉
≤ C˜2
∫
iR
N∑
i=1
〈W (t)G(t)kλei, G(t)kλei〉dt
= C˜2
∫
iR
tr(G∗(t)W (t)G(t))|kλ(t)|2dt = NC˜2‖kλ‖2H2 ,
where C˜ denotes the norm of the embedding L2W (iR,C
N )→ L2W (C+,CN , dµ). Thus trµ is a
Carleson measure, and µ is a matrix Carleson measure by Theorem 2.3.
2.2 Certain shift-invariant subspaces in Hp(C+,H)
Let H be a separable Hilbert space. Exactly as in Lemma 2.4 in [6], one proves
Lemma 2.5 Let 1 ≤ p < ∞, and let (zk)k∈N be a sequence of pairwise distinct elements
of C+. For each k ∈ N, let Lk ⊆ H be a closed linear subspace of H. Let Ln = {f ∈
Hp(C+,H) : f(zk) ∈ Lk for 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. Then Ln = ΘLnHp(C+,H), where ΘLn is the
matrix-valued Blaschke–Potapov product
ΘLn(z) = (b1(z)P
⊥
L˜1
+ PL˜1) · · · (bn(z)P⊥L˜n + PL˜n) (z ∈ C+),
where
L˜1 = L1, L˜k = Θ
L
k−1(zk)
−1Lk for 2 ≤ k ≤ n
and PL˜k is the orthogonal projection H → L˜k.
One sees easily that PL⊥k
ΘLn(zk) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , n.
If (zk) is a Blaschke sequence, then Θ
L
n converges normally (uniformly on compact subsets of
C+) to an inner function Θ
L with ΘLHp(C+,H) = ∩n∈NLn.
2.3 Interpolation Theorems
With the notation of the ΘLn , we can formulate our generalizations of McPhail’s result [9,
Thm. 2 (B)]. Let W be an operator weight such that there exists M ∈ N with∫
iR
1
(1 + t)M
(‖W (t)‖ + ‖W−1(t)‖)dt <∞.
We define for 1 ≤ p <∞
HpW (C+,H) =
{
f : C+ →H analytic: sup
ε>0
∫
iR
〈W (t)2/pf(t+ ε), f(t+ ε)〉p/2dt <∞
}
,
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HpW (C−,H) ={
f : C+ →H anti-analytic: sup
ε>0
∫
iR
〈W (t)2/pf(t+ ε), f(t+ ε)〉p/2dt <∞
}
and for p =∞,
H∞W (C+,H) = {f : C+ →H analytic: sup
ε>0
sup
t∈iR
‖W (t)f(t+ ε)‖ <∞},
H∞W (C−,H) = {f : C+ →H anti-analytic: sup
ε>0
sup
t∈iR
‖W (t)f(t+ ε)‖ <∞}.
For N = dimH <∞, it was shown in [14] that W is a matrix A2 weight as in (3) if and only
if
L2W (iR,H) ≃ H2W (C+,H)⊕H2W (C−,H), (8)
with equivalence constants of norms only depending on N and the A2 constant of W .
With the above notation, we have the following duality relations for 1 < p <∞:
(LpW (iR,H)/HpW (C+,H))∗ = Hp
′
W−1/(p−1)
(C−,H) =
{
f¯ : f ∈ Hp′
W−1/(p−1)
(C+,H)
}
,
where f¯ stands for the coordinatewise complex conjugate with respect to some fixed or-
thonormal basis of H, and W−1 stands for the entry-wise complex conjugate of the matrix
representation of W−1 with respect to the chosen basis. The duality is given by
〈[f ], g〉 =
∫
iR
〈f(t), g(t)〉Hdt
for [f ] ∈ LpW (iR,H)/HpW (C+,H) and g ∈ Hp
′
W−1/(p−1)
(C−,H).
for 1 < p <∞. For p = 1 we have (L1W (iR,H)/H1W (C+,H))∗ = H∞W−1(C−,H).
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, and let (Gk)k∈N be a sequence of non-zero bounded linear
operators on H with closed range. We will be particularly interested in the case of finite-
dimensional H and of Gk being of finite rank, specifically of rank 1. We write Ik = (kerGk)⊥,
Jk = rangeGk for k ∈ N, and denote dim Ik = dimJk by dk in the case that Gk has finite
rank. In the finite rank case, we write, slightly abusing notation, G−1k : C
N → Ik ⊆ CN
for the linear operator defined by (Gk|Ik→Jk)−1PJk . We fix the Blaschke sequence (zk)k∈N of
pairwise distinct elements of C+ and the sequence (Gk)k∈N.
For n ∈ N, 1 ≤ p <∞, and 1 ≤ s <∞, let
mn,p,s,W = sup
a∈
Ln
k=1 Jk,‖a‖s≤1
inf{‖f‖p : f ∈ HpW (C+,H), Gkf(zk) = ak, k = 1, . . . , n}.
and
mp,s,W = sup
a∈
L∞
k=1 Jk,‖a‖s≤1
inf{‖f‖p : f ∈ HpW (C+,H), Gkf(zk) = ak, k ∈ N}.
A weak∗ compactness argument shows that mp,s,W = supn∈Nmn,p,s,W .
Here comes the main interpolation result.
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Theorem 2.6 Let 1 ≤ p < ∞. Let (Gk)k∈N, (Ik)k∈N, (zk)k∈N, mp,s,W be defined as above.
Let ΘI
⊥
be the inner function associated to the sequence (zk)k∈N and the sequence of subspaces
(I⊥k )k∈N as in Lemma 2.5.
1. If 1 ≤ p <∞ and 1 < s <∞, then
mp,s,W = ‖J ‖Hp′
W˜p
(C−,H)→Ls
′(C+,H,dµs)
where
µs =
∞∑
k=1
|2Re zk|s′
|b∞,k|s′ (Θ
I(zk)
∗
G−1k (G
−1
k )
∗ΘI(zk))
s′/2δzk ,
W˜p = Θ
I⊥∗W−1/(p−1)ΘI
⊥
if 1 < p <∞, W˜1 = ΘI⊥
∗
W−1ΘI
⊥
,
and J is the natural embedding operator.
2. If 1 ≤ p <∞, s = 1, then
mp,1,W = ‖J1‖Hp′
W˜p
(C−,H)→ℓ∞(H)
(n ∈ N),
where W˜p is as above, and J1 is the embedding
J1 : Hp
′
W˜p
(C−,H)→ ℓ∞(H), f 7→ (2 Re zk|b∞,k| (G
−1
k )
∗ΘI(zk)f(zk))k∈N.
Proof As in the case p = 2 [6], we prove this by first interpolating finitely many points and
then using the uniform convergence of the Blaschke products ΘIn, Θ
I⊥
n on compact subsets of
C+:
Lemma 2.7 Let 1 ≤ s, p < ∞. Let (Gk)k∈N, (Ik)k∈N, (zk)k∈N, (mn,p,s,W )n∈N be defined as
above. Let ΘI
⊥
n be the inner functions associated to the tuple z1, . . . , zn and the subspaces
I⊥1 , . . . , I
⊥
n as in Lemma 2.5.
1. If 1 < s <∞, 1 ≤ p <∞, then
mn,p,s,W = ‖J ‖Hp′
W˜n,p
(C−,H)→Ls
′(C+,H,dµn,s)
(n ∈ N),
where
µn,s =
n∑
k=1
|2Re zk|s′
|bn,k|s′ (Θ
I
n(zk)
∗
G−1k (G
−1
k )
∗ΘIn(zk))
s′/2δzk ,
W˜n,p = Θ
I⊥
n
∗
W−1/(p−1)ΘI
⊥
n if 1 < p <∞, W˜n,1 = ΘI
⊥
n
∗
W−1ΘI
⊥
n ,
and J is the natural embedding operator.
2. If s = 1, 1 ≤ p <∞, then
mn,p,1,W = ‖Jn,1‖Hp′
W˜n,p
(C−,H)→ℓ∞n (H)
(n ∈ N),
where W˜n,p is as above and Jn,1 is the embedding
Jn,1 : Hp
′
W˜n,p
(C−,H)→ ℓ∞n (H), f 7→ (2
Re zk
|bn,k|G
−1
k Θ
I⊥
n (zk)f(zk))k=1,...,n.
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Proof Choose M ∈ N such that∫
iR
1
(1 + t)M
(‖W (t)‖ + ‖W−1(t)‖)dt <∞.
For a ∈ ⊕nk=1Jk, let
Φa(z) =
n∑
k=1
bk(z)
−1 (1 + zk)
M
(1 + z)M
(ΘI
⊥
n,k)
−1G−1k ak (z ∈ C+\{z1, . . . , zn}).
(recall that G−1k : Jk → Ik, (ΘI
⊥
n,k)
−1 : Ik → H). By choice of M , Φa ∈ L1W (iR,L(H)) ∩
L∞(iR,L(H)). Let Fa = ΘI⊥n Φa.
As in Lemma 2.7 in [6], one proves that Fa extends to an analytic function on C+ and that
GkFa(zk) = ak for k = 1, . . . , n.
Since Φa|iR ∈ L1W (iR,L(H)) ∩ L∞(iR,L(H)) and ΘI
⊥
n is inner, Fa ∈ HpW (C+,CN ). So Fa
is an interpolating function in the desired sense. We now seek to solve the minimal-norm
interpolation problem.
For all g ∈ Hp(C+,H) with Gkg(zk) = ak, we have g(zk)− Fa(zk) ∈ I⊥k .
By Lemma 2.5,
mn,p,s,W = sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
inf
f∈HpW (C+,H)
‖Fa −ΘI⊥n f‖p,W
= sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
inf
f∈Hp
ΘI
⊥
n
∗
WΘI
⊥
n
(C+,H)
‖Φa − f‖p,ΘI⊥n ∗WΘI⊥n
= sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
‖[Φa]‖Lp
ΘI
⊥
n
∗
WΘI
⊥
n
(iR,H)/Hp
ΘI
⊥
n
∗
WΘI
⊥
n
(C+,H)
= sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
sup
f∈Hp
′
W˜n,p
(C−,H),‖f‖=1
|〈Φa, f〉|,
(9)
where W˜n,p = Θ
I⊥
n
∗
W−1/(p−1)ΘI
⊥
n for 1 < p < ∞ and W˜n,1 = ΘI
⊥
n
∗
W−1ΘI
⊥
n . Now we have
to distinguish between the cases 1 < s <∞ and s = 1.
Temporarily writing Z for
Hp
′
W˜n,p
(C−,H) = (Lp
ΘI⊥n
∗
WΘI⊥n
(iR,H)/Hp
ΘI⊥n
∗
WΘI⊥n
(C+,H))∗, we have for 1 < s <∞:
mn,p,s,W = sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
sup
f∈Z,‖f‖=1
|〈Φa, f〉|
= sup
f∈Z,‖f‖=1
sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
|〈Φa, f〉|
= sup
f∈Z,‖f‖=1
sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
|〈
n∑
k=1
bk(z)
(
1 + zk
1 + z
)M
(ΘI
⊥
n,k)
−1G−1k ak, f〉|
= sup
f∈Z,‖f‖=1
sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
2π
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈
n∑
k=1
−(z + z¯k)
(
1 + zk
1 + z
)M
〈(ΘI⊥n,k)−1G−1k ak, f(z)〉H,
1
2π
1
z + z¯k
〉
H2(C+)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
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Thus,
mn,p,s,W = sup
f∈Z,‖f‖=1
sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
2π|〈
n∑
k=1
2Re(zk)〈f(zk), (ΘI⊥n,k)−1G−1k ak〉H|.
= 2π sup
f∈Z,‖f‖=1
sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖s=1
|
n∑
k=1
〈2Re(zk)ak, (G−1k )∗((ΘI
⊥
n,k)
−1)∗f(zk)〉|
= 2π sup
f∈Z,‖f‖=1
(
n∑
k=1
‖2Re(zk)
bn,k
(G−1k )
∗ΘIn(zk)Unf(zk)‖s
′
)1/s′
= 2π sup
f∈Z,‖f‖=1
(
n∑
k=1
‖2Re(zk)
bn,k
(G−1k )
∗ΘIn(zk)f(zk)‖s
′
)1/s′
= ‖J |
Hp
′
W˜n,p
(C−,H)→Ls
′ (C+,H,µn,s)
‖. (10)
Here, Un is a suitably chosen unitary operator, using Lemma 2.6 from [6] in the third line of
the proof.
If s = 1, then
mn,p,1 = sup
a∈⊕nk=1Jk,‖a‖1=1
sup
f∈Hp
′
W˜n,p
(C−,H),‖f‖=1
|〈Φa, f〉|
= sup
f∈Hp
′
W˜n,p
(C−,H),‖f‖=1
sup
k≤n
‖2Re(zk)(G−1k )∗(ΘI
⊥
n,k
−1
)∗f(zk)‖
= sup
f∈Hp
′
W˜n,p
(C−,H),‖f‖=1
sup
k≤n
‖2Re(zk)|bn,k| (G
−1
k )
∗ΘIn(zk)Unf(zk)‖
= sup
f∈Hp
′
W˜n,p
(C−,H),‖f‖=1
sup
k≤n
‖2Re(zk)|bn,k| (G
−1
k )
∗ΘIn(zk)f(zk)‖.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.6.
In the unweighted case, we can instead consider a Carleson embedding for a simpler measure,
restricted to an invariant subspace of the shift operator:
Corollary 2.8 Let 1 ≤ p <∞, 1 < s <∞.
mn,p,s = ‖J |ΘInHp′ (C−,H)→Ls′ (C+,µ˜n,s,H)‖ (n ∈ N),
mp,s = ‖J |ΘIHp′ (C−,H)→Ls′ (C+,µ˜s,H)‖ (n ∈ N),
where
µ˜n,s =
n∑
k=1
|2Re zk|s′
|bn,k|s′ (G
−1
k (G
−1
k )
∗)s
′/2δzk ,
µ˜s =
∞∑
k=1
|2Re zk|s′
|b∞,k|s′ (G
−1
k (G
−1
k )
∗)s
′/2δzk ,
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Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 2.6.
We have thus reduced the interpolation problem to the boundedness of an operator-weighted
Carleson embedding. In the finite-dimensional case, we can in many instances give criteria
for the boundedness of this embedding:
Theorem 2.9 Let 1 ≤ s, p < ∞, let H = CN , let (Gk)k∈N, (Ik)k∈N, (zk)k∈N, be defined as
above, and let f 7→ E(f) = (Gkf(zk))k∈N be the evaluation operator.
1. Let 1 ≤ p < ∞, 1 < s < ∞. Then E(Hp(C+,CN )) ⊇ ℓs(Jk), if and only if the scalar
measure
∞∑
k=1
|2Re zk|s′
|b∞,k|s′ ‖(G
−1
k )
∗ΘI(zk)‖s′δzk
is an s
′
p′ -Carleson measure. (This holds also in case p = 1 with the notion of 0-Carleson
measure from Equation (2)).
2. Let s = 1, 1 ≤ p < ∞. Then E(Hp(C+,H)) ⊇ ℓ1(Jk), if and only if the operator
sequence (
|Re zk|1/p
|b∞,k| (G
−1
k )
∗ΘI(zk)
)
is bounded.
Proof A weak∗ compactness argument shows that E(Hp(C+,H)) ⊇ ℓs(Jk) if and only if
(mn,p,s) is bounded. The remainder of the first part follows directly from the comparison of
the norm and the trace of a positive matrix, Theorem 2.6, Theorem 2.3 and the invariance of
the α-Carleson condition under complex conjugation. For the second part, recall additionally
from the proof of Lemma 2.7 that
mn,p,1 = sup
f∈Hp′ (C−,H),‖f‖=1
sup
k≤n
‖2Re(zk)|bn,k| (G
−1
k )
∗ΘIn(zk)f(zk)‖
= sup
k≤n
‖2Re(zk)|bn,k| (G
−1
k )
∗ΘIn(zk)‖‖kzk‖Lp(iR)/Hp(C−) ≈ sup
k≤n
|Re(zk)|1/p
|bn,k| ‖(G
−1
k )
∗ΘIn(zk)‖.
With Theorem 2.3, we further obtain
Corollary 2.10 If H is a separable Hilbert space, 1 ≤ p <∞, 1 < s <∞, and
∞∑
k=1
δzk
|2Re zk|s′‖G−1k
∗
ΘIn(zk)‖s
′
|b∞,k|s′ ,
is a scalar s
′
p′ -Carleson measure, then E(H
p(C+,C
N )) ⊇ ℓs(Jk).
If p = 2 and N = dimH <∞, we can also deal with the weighted case.
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Theorem 2.11 Let (Gk)k∈N, (Ik)k∈N, (zk)k∈N, be defined as above, and let f 7→ E(f) =
(Gkf(zk))k∈N be the evaluation operator. Suppose that Θ
I⊥∗WΘI
⊥
is a matrix A2 weight.
Then E(H2W (C+,C
N )) ⊇ ℓ2(Jk), if and only if the scalar measure
∞∑
k=1
δzk
|2Re zk|2
|b∞,k|2 ‖G
−1
k
∗
ΘI(zk)((ΘI
⊥∗WΘI⊥)(zk))
1/2‖2
is Carleson.
Proof By Theorem 2.6, we have to investigate the boundedness of the Carleson embedding
Jµ : H2W˜ (C+,CN )→ L2(C+,CN , µ), (11)
where W˜ = ΘI⊥
∗
W−1ΘI⊥ and µ =
∑∞
k=1 δzk
|2Re zk|
2
|b∞,k|2
ΘI(zk)
∗
G−1k G
−1
k
∗
ΘI(zk). The weight W˜
is a matrix A2 weight, since Θ
I⊥∗WΘI
⊥
is a matrix A2 weight. With the notation as in
Theorem 2.4, we have
L2(C+,C
N , µ) = L2
W˜
(C+,C
N , µW˜−1)
where dµW˜−1(z) = (W˜ (z))
−1/2dµ(z)(W˜ (z))−1/2. Thus by Theorem 2.4, 2.3 and a comparison
of trace and norm, the embedding
L2
W˜
(iR,CN )→ L2(C+,CN , µ), (12)
is bounded if and only if the scalar measure
∞∑
k=1
δzk
|2Re zk|2
|b∞,k|2 ‖G
−1
k
∗
ΘI(zk)(W˜ (zk))
−1/2‖2 (13)
is Carleson. By the splitting L2
W˜
(iR,CN ) ≃ H2
W˜
(C+,C
N )⊕H2
W˜
(C−,C
N ) as in (8), the latter
embedding (12) is bounded if and only if (11) is bounded.
Finally, using the A2 property of W˜ again, we see that the measure (13) can be replaced by
∞∑
k=1
δzk
|2Re zk|2
|b∞,k|2 ‖G
−1
k
∗
ΘI(zk)(W˜
−1(zk))
1/2‖2
=
∞∑
k=1
δzk
|2Re zk|2
|b∞,k|2 ‖G
−1
k
∗
ΘI(zk)((ΘI
⊥∗WΘI⊥)(zk))
1/2‖2.
In contrast to the scalar case, the matrix A2 property for W does not necessarily imply the
A2 property for Θ
I⊥∗WΘI
⊥
. In fact, it is not difficult to show that if W is matrix A2, then
ΘI
⊥∗
WΘI
⊥
is matrix A2 if and only if the multiplication operatorMΘI⊥ : L
2
W (iR)→ L2W (iR)
is bounded. One easily sees that such multiplication operators can have arbitrarily large norm
even for weights of the form (
1 0
0 |ω|α
)
for fixed α, |α| < 1.
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Therefore, the most important case for applications is the case of scalar weights. Here we can
also deal with 1 < p < ∞, following [9]. We will state our condition in a slightly different
way from [9]. Recall that for 1 < p < ∞ a function w on R is called an Ap weight, if it is
measurable, a.e. positive, locally integrable, and
sup
I⊂R,I interval
(
1
|I|
∫
I
w(x)dx
)(
1
|I|
∫
I
w−1/(p−1)(x)dx
)
<∞.
or, in Mo¨bius-invariant form, if
sup
z∈C+
w(z)(w−1/(p−1))(z) <∞,
where the symbols w, w−1/(p−1) are also used for the harmonic extensions of the respective
weights to C+. It follows immediately from the definition that w is an Ap-weight if and only
if w−1/(p−1) is an Ap′-weight. With this notation, we obtain
Corollary 2.12 Let (Gk)k∈N, (Ik)k∈N, (zk)k∈N, be defined as above, and let f 7→ E(f) =
(Gkf(zk))k∈N be the evaluation operator. Suppose that 1 < p < ∞ and that w is a scalar Ap
weight on iR.
Then E(Hpw(C+,C
N )) ⊇ ℓp(Jk), if and only if the scalar measure
∞∑
k=1
δzk
|2Re zk|2
|b∞,k|p′ ‖G
−1
k
∗
ΘI(zk)‖p′w(zk)
is Carleson.
Proof By Theorem 2.6, we have to investigate the boundedness of the Carleson embedding
Jµp : Hp
′
w−1/(p−1)
(C+,C
N )→ Lp′(C+,CN , µp), (14)
where µp =
∑∞
k=1 δzk
|2Re zk|
p′
|b∞,k|p
′ (ΘI(zk)
∗
G−1k G
−1
k
∗
ΘI(zk))
p′/2. Writing w˜ for the harmonic ex-
tension of w−1/(p−1) and, similarly to the previous proof,
Lp(C+,C
N , dµp) = L
p
w˜(C+,C
N , dµ˜p),
where dµ˜p(z) = w˜
−1(z)dµp(z), we can use the fact that w˜ is an Ap′-weight together with
the scalar weighted Carleson embedding theorem to obtain that the embedding is bounded,
if and only if dµ˜p = w˜
−1(z)dµp(z) is a Carleson measure. The Mo¨bius-invariant form of the
Ap condition for w ensures that w˜
−1(zk) ≈ w(zk) for all k, with equivalence constants only
depending on the Ap constant of w, and we obtain that dµ˜p is a Carleson measure if and only
if
∑∞
k=1 δzk
|2Re zk|
2
|b∞,k|p
′ ‖G−1k
∗
ΘI(zk)‖p′w(zk) is Carleson.
Returning to the case p = 2, we obtain an interpolation result for certain Sobolev spaces
which will be useful for an application in control theory.
For β > 0, recall the definition of the Sobolev space H2β(R+),
H2β(R+) = {f ∈ L2(R+) : |x|β fˆ ∈ L2(iR)}.
This is a Hilbert space with the norm ‖f‖22,β = ‖fˆ‖22+‖|x|β fˆ‖22. Letting L denote the Laplace
transform, Lf(z) = fˆ(z) = ∫∞0 f(t)e−tzdt for z ∈ C+, we obtain
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Corollary 2.13 Let (Gk)k∈N, (Ik)k∈N, (zk)k∈N, be defined as above. Let 0 < β < 1/2, and
let E be the evaluation operator on H2β(R+) given by f 7→ E(f) = (GkLf(zk))k∈N. Then
E(H2β(R+,CN )) ⊇ ℓ2(Jk), if and only if the scalar measure
∞∑
k=1
δzk
|2Re zk|2
|b∞,k|2 ‖G
−1
k
∗
ΘI(zk)‖2|ω|2β(zk)
is Carleson.
Proof Clearly the Laplace transform defines an operator
H2β(R+,CN )→ H2(1+|ω|2β)(C+,CN )
which is an isometric isomorphism up to an absolute constant. It is well-known that the
weight (1 + |ω|2β) is A2 if and only if |β| < 1/2. Thus we obtain the result from Corollary
2.12.
2.4 Some estimates for mn,p,s
We give some estimates for the interpolation constant mn,p,s. The proofs are similar to the
case p = 2 in [6], Sections 2.4 and 2.5, so we just state the notation and results here.
2.4.1 Finite union of Carleson sequences
The first estimate concerns the case that (zk) is the union of K Carleson sequences. Here,
for an estimate of the mn,p,s (up to a constant), the Θ
I
n(zk) can be replaced by a Blaschke–
Potapov product with at most K factors, ΘI,rn (zk), where the factors correspond to the zj in
a suitably small hyperbolic r-neighbourhood of zk.
Corollary 2.14 Let (zk) be the union of K Carleson sequences and let r > 0 be such that
each of the Carleson sequences is r-separated in the hyperbolic metric. For k ∈ N, define
ΘIn,zk,r as the Blaschke–Potapov product associated to the shift-invariant subspace
Ln,zk,r = {f ∈ Hp(C+,CN ), f(zj) ∈ Ij for all zj with d(zj , zk) < r/2, j ≤ n}.
Then for 1 < p <∞,
mn,p,s ≈ ‖Jµn,I,r |Hp′ (C+,CN )→Ls′ (C+,H,µn,I,r,s)‖ (n ∈ N),
where µn,I,r,s =
∑n
k=1
|2Re zk|
s′
|bn,k|s
′ ‖G−1k ΘIn,zk,r(zk)‖s
′
δzk and Jµn,I,r is the associated Carleson
embedding.
Proof As in the case p = 2 in [6], Corollary 2.12.
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2.4.2 Angles between subspaces
As in the case p = 2, interpolation conditions can be written in terms of angles between
certain subspaces of H2(CN ) rather than in terms of the inner function ΘI . Recall that the
angle between two non-zero vectors v1, v2 in a Hilbert space V is given by
∠(v1, v2) := arccos
( 〈v1, v2〉
‖v1‖ ‖v2‖
)
,
and the angle between two nontrivial subspaces V1 and V2 of V is defined as
∠(V1, V2) := inf
v1∈V1\{0},v2∈V2\{0}
∠(v1, v2).
The angle between a vector and a subspace is defined analogously.
To recall some notation, for n ∈ N, k = 1, . . . , n, we write
Kk,I = ((bkPIk + PIk⊥))⊥ = kzkIk,
K′k,I,n = span{kzjIj : j = 1, . . . , n, j 6= k} = (Θ′I
⊥
k,nH
2(CN ))⊥
and
K′k,I = span{kzjIj : j ∈ N, j 6= k} = (Θ′I
⊥
k H
2(CN ))⊥.
where Θ′I
⊥
k,n is the Blaschke–Potapov product as in Lemma 2.5 corresponding to {zj , j =
1, . . . , n, j 6= k}, and Θ′I⊥k is the infinite Blaschke–Potapov product corresponding to {zj , j ∈
N, j 6= k}. We will state some interpolation results in terms of angles between such subspaces
in H2(C+,C
N ).
Corollary 2.15 Suppose that N = dimH <∞. Suppose that there is a sequence of positive
real numbers (αk) such that with the above notation, G
∗
kGk = α
2
kPIk for all k ∈ N. Then for
1 < p, s <∞,
mn,p,s ≈ Carls′/p′(
n∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′
|αk|s′ |∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I,n)|s′
δzk)
1/s′
and
mp,s = sup
n∈N
mn,p,s ≈ Carls′/p′(
∞∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′
|αk|s′ |∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I)|s′
δzk)
1/s′
with equivalence constant depending only on N , p, and s.
In the case of (zk) being the union of K Carleson sequences, Corollary 2.14 yields
Corollary 2.16 Let 1 < p <∞, G∗kGk = α2kPIk for all k, let (zk) be the union of K Carleson
sequences, and let r > 0 be such that each of the Carleson sequences is r-separated in the
hyperbolic metric. For k ∈ N, define K′k,I,r,n = span{kzj Ij : j = 1, . . . , n, j 6= k, d(zj , zk) <
r/2}. Then
mn,p,s ≈ Carls′/p′(
n∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′
|αk|s′ |∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I,r,n)|s′
δzk)
1/s′
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and
mp,s = sup
n∈N
mn,p,s ≈ Carls′/p′(
∞∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′
|αk|s′ |∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I,r)|s′
δzk)
1/s′
with equivalence constant depending only on N, r,K. Here, we define K′k,I,r = span{kzjIj :
j ∈ N, j 6= k, d(zj , zk) < r/2} and |∠(Kk,I⊥,K′k,I,r,n)| = π/2, if {zj : j = 1, . . . , n, j 6=
k, d(zj , zk) < r/2} = ∅.
In the case that G∗kGk is not the multiple of an orthogonal projection, the mn,p,s can still be
estimated in terms of angles between subspaces in H2(C+,C
N ), albeit in a more technical
way.
Corollary 2.17 Suppose that N = dimH <∞, and suppose that for each k ∈ N, the operator
Gk : C
N → CN is given as
Gk =

g∗k,1
...
g∗k,dk
0
...
0

.
Then for 1 < p <∞,
mn,p,s ≈ Carls′/p′(
n∑
k=1
(
dk∑
i=1
(Re zk)
2‖G−1k ei‖2
|∠(kzkV Gk,i,K′k,I,n)|2
)s′/2
δzk)
1/s′
and
mp,s = sup
n∈N
mn,p,s ≈ Carls′/p′(
∞∑
k=1
(
dk∑
i=1
(Re zk)
2‖G−1k ei‖2
|∠(kzkV Gk,i,K′k,I)|2
)s′/2
δzk)
1/s′
with equivalence constant depending only on N . Here,
V Gk,i = span{span{gk,1, . . . , gk,dk}⊥ ∪ span{gk,j : 1 ≤ j ≤ dk, j 6= i}}⊥
for 1 ≤ i ≤ dk.
In an infinite-dimensional version, we only have an upper bound for the mp,s from Theorem
2.3.
Corollary 2.18 With the notation as above, H a separable Hilbert space, 1 < p <∞,
mn,p,s . Carls′/p′(
n∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′‖G−1k ‖s
′
|∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I,n)|s′
δzk)
1/s′
and
mp,s . Carls′/p′(
∞∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′‖G−1k ‖s
′
|∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I)|s′
δzk)
1/s′ .
Finally, we briefly want to comment on the boundedness of the evaluation operator.
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Theorem 2.19 Let H = CN and for each k ∈ N, let Gk : CN → CN with the notation as
above.
1. For 1 ≤ p, s <∞, the following are equivalent
(a) E(Hp(C+,C
N )) ⊂ ℓs(Jk).
(b) The measure
∑∞
k=1 ‖Gk‖sδzk is s/p-Carleson.
2. For 1 < p, s <∞, the following are equivalent.
(a) E(Hp(C+,C
N )) = ℓs(Jk).
(b) i. the linear maps
1
(Re zk)1/p
G∗k : Jk → Ik (15)
are uniformly bounded above and below,
ii. (zk)k∈N is the union of at most N Carleson sequences, and there exists a
constant r > 0 such that the systems {Ik : zk ∈ Dr(a)} are uniformly Riesz in
CN for all a ∈ C+(in other words, the system {kzkIk}k∈N is unconditional in
Hp(C+,C
N )),
iii.
∑∞
k=1(Re zk)
s′/p′δzk is an s
′/p′-Carleson measure
and
∑∞
k=1(Re zk)
s/pδzk is an s/p-Carleson measure.
(The last condition is redundant in the case p = s).
Proof 1. This follows easily from
‖E(f)‖s =
∞∑
k=1
‖Gkf(zk)‖s =
∫
C+
〈dµ2/sf(z), f(z)s/2〉,
where µ =
∑∞
k=1(G
∗
kGk)
s/2δzk , the matrix Carleson–Duren embedding Theorem 2.3, and a
comparison of trace and norm.
2. We first show (a) ⇒ (b). If E : Hp(C+,CN )→ ℓs(Jk) is bounded and surjective, then
E∗ : ℓs
′
(Jk)→ Hp′(C+,CN ), (xk) 7→
∑
k∈N
kzkG
∗
kxk
is bounded and bounded below. ApplyingE∗ to (0, . . . , 0, xk, 0, . . . ), we see that ‖kzkG∗kxk‖p′ ≈
‖xk‖ for all k ∈ N, xk ∈ Ik and that the linear maps 1(Re zk)1/pG
∗
k : Jk → Ik are uniformly
bounded above and below. In other words, the map
ℓs(Jk)→ ℓs(Ik), (xk) 7→
(
1
(Re zk)1/p
G∗kxk
)
is an isomorphism of Banach spaces. That means, the map
E˜ : Hp(C+,C
N )) = ℓs(Ik), f 7→ (Re zk)1/pPIkf(zk)
is bounded and surjective, and
E˜∗ : ℓs
′
(Ik)→ Hp′(C+,CN ), (xk) 7→
∞∑
k=1
(Re zk)
1/pkzkxk (16)
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is bounded and bounded below.
Boundedness of E˜ implies with Part (1) that the measure µ1 =
∑∞
k=1(Re zk)
s/pδzk is s/p-
Carleson. Surjectivity of E˜ implies by Corollary 2.15 that
∞∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′
(Re zk)s
′/p|∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I)|s′
δzk =
∞∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′/p′
|∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I)|s′
δzk
is a s′/p′ Carleson measure, so certainly
µ2 =
∞∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′/p′δzk
is a s′/p′ Carleson measure. (Here, αk = (Re zk)
1/p in the notation of Corollary 2.15.)
The necessary condition (3) in Theorem 2.1 for both µ1 and µ2 and a simple convexity
argument then imply that
∑∞
k=1Re zkδzk is a Carleson measure, and (zk) is consequently a
finite union of Carleson sequences (see e.g. [10], Lecture VII).
Boundedness below of E˜∗ then implies that for suitable r > 0, the systems {Ik : zk ∈ Dr(a)}
are uniformly Riesz in CN for all a ∈ C+.
By [13], this means that the system {kzkIk}k∈N is unconditional in H2(C+,CN ).
For the direction (b) ⇒ (a), note that the unconditionality of {kzkIk}k∈N in H2(C+,CN )
implies in particular
inf
k∈N
∠(K′k,I ,Kk,I) > 0.
So, since µ1 =
∑∞
k=1(Re zk)
s′/p′δzk is a s
′/p′ Carleson measure, the measure
∞∑
k=1
(Re zk)
s′/p′
|∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I)|s′
δzk
is also s′/p′-Carleson, and E˜ is surjective by Corollary 2.15.
Since µ1 =
∑∞
k=1(Re zk)
s/pδzk is s/p-Carleson, it follows from Part(1) that E˜ is also bounded.
The uniform boundedness and boundedness below of the maps 1
(Re zk)1/p
G∗k : Jk → Ik now
imply boundedness and surjectivity of E.
3 Controllability
In this section we apply the results on interpolation by vector-valued analytic functions to
controllability problems of infinite-dimensional linear systems. We study a system of the form
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), t ≥ 0, (17)
x(0) = x0.
Here we assume that A is the generator of an exponentially stable C0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on
a Banach space X such that for some s with 1 ≤ s <∞ the eigenvectors (φn)n∈N of A form a
basis of X, equivalent to the standard basis of ℓs, and the corresponding eigenvalues (λn)n∈N
are pairwise distinct. The eigenvalues (λn)n∈N then lie in the open left half plane uniformly
bounded away from the imaginary axis. For our input space U we shall fix U = Lp(0,∞;CN )
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for some p with 1 < p <∞ or a Sobolev space U = H2β(R+) with −12 < β < 12 ; then we take
u ∈ U . We assume that the control operator B is given by
Bv =
∞∑
n=1
〈v, bn〉φn, v ∈ CN ,
where (bn)n ⊆ CN , and, to avoid trivial cases, that bn 6= 0 for all n. Thus B is a linear
bounded operator from CN to
X(bn) =
{∑
n∈N
xnφn :
{
xn|bn|−1
n2/s
}
n∈N
∈ ℓs
}
,
equipped with the norm
‖x‖(bn) :=
(∑
n∈N
|xn|s|bn|−s
n2
)1/s
.
One important feature of the interpolation space X(bn) is that the semigroup (T (t))t≥0 can be
extended to a C0-semigroup on X(bn), which we denote again by (T (t))t≥0, using the property
that T (t)φn = e
λntφn for n ∈ N, and the generator of this extended semigroup, denoted again
by A, is an extension of A. By a solution of the system (17) we mean the so-called mild
solution given by
x(t) = T (t)x0 +
∫ t
0
T (t− s)Bu(s) ds,
which is a continuous function with values in the interpolation space X(bn). We introduce the
operator B∞ ∈ L(U ,X(bn)) by
B∞u :=
∫ ∞
0
T (s)Bu(s) ds.
In the literature on infinite-dimensional system it is often assumed that the operator B is
admissible for the semigroup (T (t))t≥0, and thus for some of our results we will include
admissibility in the assumptions.
Definition 3.1 B is called admissible for (T (t))t≥0, if B∞u ∈ H for every u ∈ U .
Admissibility implies that the mild solution of (17) corresponding to an initial condition
x(0) = x0 ∈ H and to u ∈ U is a continuous H-valued function of t. The case U =
Lp(0,∞;CN ) has been introduced and studied in [18] and [17]. The case U = H2β(R+) seems
to be new and not yet studied in the literature. For further information on admissibility we
refer the reader to the survey [4].
Using the special representation of A and B we see that∫ ∞
0
T (t)Bu(t) dt =
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
eλnt〈u(t), bn〉dt φn =
∞∑
n=1
〈uˆ(−λn), bn〉φn, (18)
for every u ∈ U .
It follows that B is admissible for (T (t))t≥0 if and only if B˜U ⊆ ℓs(N), where B˜ : U → {x :
N→ C} is defined by
B˜g := (〈gˆ(−λn), bn〉)n. (19)
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We shall write LU for the space of Laplace transforms of U , noting that for 1 < p ≤ 2 we have
a bounded operator L : Lp(0,∞;CN ) 7→ Hp′(C+,CN ), where p′ is the conjugate index to p,
and for 2 ≤ p <∞ we have a bounded operator L−1 : Hp′(C+,CN )→ Lp(0,∞;CN ). (This is
basically the Hausdorff–Young inequality [7, VI.3].) The other choice of U mentioned above
is the Sobolev space H2β(R+), and here we have already noted that L defines an operator
H2β(R+,CN )→ H2(1+|ω|2β)(C+,CN )
which is an isometric isomorphism.
We now apply the results on interpolation by vector-valued analytic functions to admissi-
bility. To obtain necessary and sufficient conditions, we work first with the spaces U =
L−1Hp′(C+,CN ) with the norm induced fromHp′ , and then with the spaces U = Lp(0,∞;CN ).
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that U = L−1Hp′(C+,CN ) with 1 < p < ∞. Then B is admissible
for (T (t))t≥0 if and only if the measure
∑∞
k=1 |bk|sδzk is s/p′-Carleson.
If U = Lp(0,∞;CN ) with 1 < p ≤ 2 then B is admissible if the measure ∑∞k=1 |bk|sδ−λk is
s/p′-Carleson.
If U = Lp(0,∞;CN ) with 2 ≤ p < ∞ then the admissibility of B implies that the measure∑∞
k=1 |bk|sδ−λk is s/p′-Carleson.
Proof Choosing H := CN and defining Gk ∈ CN×N by G∗k := (bk 0 · · · 0), k ∈ N, the
theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.19.
Theorem 3.2 can also be found in [17]. We shall discuss the following controllability concepts.
Definition 3.3 Let τ > 0. We say that the system (17) is
1. null-controllable in time τ , if R(T (τ)) ⊂ R(B∞);
2. approximately controllable, if R(B∞) ∩X is dense in X;
3. exactly controllable, if X ⊂ R(B∞).
Here R(·) denotes the range of an operator. It is easy to see that every exactly controllable
system is approximately controllable and null-controllable in any time τ > 0.
3.1 Conditions for exact controllability
As in [5, 6] we may reduce the question of exact controllability to an interpolation problem.
This can then be solved using the results of Section 2. Using (18), it follows that the system
(17) is exactly controllable if and only if ℓs(N) ⊆ B˜U . where B˜ : U → {x : N→ C} is defined
by (19).
To obtain necessary and sufficient conditions, we work first with the input spaces U =
L−1Hp′(C+,CN ) (with the norm induced from Hp′). There are two cases to consider.
Theorem 3.4 Suppose that U = L−1Hp′(C+,CN ) with 1 < p ≤ s′ <∞. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
1. System (17) is exactly controllable.
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2. There exists a constant m > 0 such that for all h > 0 and all ω ∈ R:∑
−λn∈R(ω,h)
|Reλn|s′
‖bn‖s′ |∠(eλntbn, spanj 6=n,j∈N{eλj tbj})|s′
≤ mhs′/p, (20)
where R(ω, h) := {s ∈ C+ : Re s < h, ω − h < Im s < ω + h}.
Theorem 3.5 Suppose that U = L−1Hp′(C+,CN ) with 1 < s′ < p <∞. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
1. System (17) is exactly controllable.
2. The function
ω 7→
∑
n∈N
|Reλn|s′
‖bn‖s′ |∠(eλntbn, spanj 6=n,j∈N{eλj tbj})|s′
p−λn(iω) (21)
lies in Lp/(p−s
′)(R). Here p−λn denotes the Poisson kernel (1) for −λn.
Remark 3.6 In the scalar case N = 1, expressions (20) and (21) can be simplified, since
|∠(eλntbn, spanj 6=n,j∈N{eλj tbj})| ≍
∏
j 6=n
∣∣∣∣λn − λjλn + λj
∣∣∣∣ . (22)
The resulting expressions provide a generalization of [5, Thm. 3.1].
Proof of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 We choose H := CN and we define Gk ∈ CN×N by G∗k :=
(bk 0 · · · 0), k ∈ N. Note that system (17) is exactly controllable if and only if ℓs(N) ⊂ B˜U . A
weak∗ compactness argument shows that the latter holds if and only if
sup
n∈N
sup
x∈ℓs(CN )
‖x‖s≤1
inf
{
‖f‖U : f ∈ U , Gkfˆ(−λk) = (xk 0 · · · 0)T , k = 1, · · · , n
}
is finite. Thus we have reduced the question of exact controllability to an interpolation
problem treated in Section 2. Using the notation of Section 2 we have
∠(Kk,I ,K′k,I) = ∠(eλktbk, spanj 6=k,j∈N{eλj tbj}).
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 now follow from Corollary 2.15.
This gives an immediate corollary for U = Lp(0,∞;CN ). In the case p = 2 it provides
necessary and sufficient conditions for controllability, but even for other values of p it provides
an implication in one direction or the other.
Corollary 3.7 Suppose that U = Lp(0,∞;CN ). Then:
(i) If 1 < p ≤ s′ <∞ and p ≥ 2, then (20) is a sufficient condition for the exact controllability
of (17).
(ii) If 1 < p ≤ s′ < ∞ and p ≤ 2, then (20) is a necessary condition for the exact controlla-
bility of (17).
(iii) If 1 < s′ < p <∞ and p ≥ 2, then (21) is a sufficient condition for the exact controlla-
bility of (17).
(iv) If 1 < s′ < p < ∞ and p ≤ 2, then (21) is a necessary condition for the exact controlla-
bility of (17).
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Proof This follows from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, together with the Hausdorff–Young theorem
mentioned above.
We now consider controllability in the situation U = H2β(R+,CN ) (again sufficient conditions
and necessary conditions can be derived for other values of p with 1 < p <∞, using Corollary
2.12, but we shall omit them). For 0 < β < 1/2 we shall write φ2β(z) for the harmonic
extension to C+ of the function iω 7→ |ω|2β defined on the imaginary axis. This is given by
φ2β(x+ iy) =
1
π
∫ ∞
−∞
x|ω|2β
(y − ω)2 + x2 dω.
For real arguments (i.e., y = 0), we have the particularly simple expression
φ2β(x) =
x2β
π
∫ ∞
−∞
|t|2β
t2 + 1
dt,
which makes the analysis of the case of real eigenvalues by means of the following result
relatively straightforward.
Theorem 3.8 Suppose that U = H2β(R+,CN ) with 0 < β < 1/2. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
1. System (17) is exactly controllable.
2. There exists a constant m > 0 such that for all h > 0 and all ω ∈ R:∑
−λn∈R(ω,h)
|Reλn|2φ2β(−λn)
‖bn‖2|∠(eλntbn, spanj 6=n,j∈N{eλj tbj})|2
≤ mh, (23)
where R(ω, h) := {s ∈ C+ : Re s < h, ω − h < Im s < ω + h}.
Proof This is proved in the same way, using Corollary 2.13 and the identity
‖G−1n ΘI(−λn)‖2
|b∞n|2 =
1
‖bn‖2
‖ΘI(−λn)‖2
|b∞n|2 ≍
1
‖bn‖2
1
|∠(eλntbn, spanj 6=n,j∈N{eλj tbj})|2
,
given in [6, Lem 2.15].
Concerning admissibility and controllability we have the following equivalent condition.
Theorem 3.9 Suppose that U = L−1Hp′(C+,CN ). Then B is an admissible control operator
and the system (17) is exactly controllable if and only if
1. The sequence
‖bk‖
|Reλk|1/p
, k ∈ N,
is uniformly bounded above and below.
2. {k−λkbk} is unconditional in Hp(C+,CN ).
3.
∑∞
k=1(Re−λk)s
′/p′δ−λk is an s
′/p′-Carleson measure
and
∑∞
k=1(Re−λk)s/pδ−λk is an s/p-Carleson measure.
Proof Choose H := CN and defining Gk ∈ CN×N by G∗k := (bk 0 · · · 0), k ∈ N, the theorem
follows immediately from Theorem 2.19.
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3.2 Conditions for null controllability
As for exact controllability, the question of null controllability is easily reduced to an inter-
polation problem. Using (18) it is easy to see that the system (17) is null-controllable in time
τ if and only if {(eλτxn)n : (xn)n ∈ ℓs(N)} ⊂ B˜U , where B˜ is defined by (19). Replacing bk
by e−λkτ bk in the previous subsection, we obtain the following two theorems (3.10 and 3.11).
Theorem 3.10 Suppose that U = L−1Hp′(C+,CN ) with 1 < p ≤ s′ <∞. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
1. System (17) is null-controllable in time τ .
2. There exists a constant m > 0 such that for all h > 0 and all ω ∈ R:
∑
−λn∈R(ω,h)
|Reλn|s′es′Reλnτ
‖bn‖s′ |∠(eλntbn, spanj 6=n,j∈N{eλj tbj})|s′
≤ mhs′/p, (24)
where R(ω, h) := {s ∈ C+ : Re s < h, ω − h < Im s < ω + h}.
Theorem 3.11 Suppose that U = L−1Hp′(C+,CN ) with 1 < s′ < p <∞. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
1. System (17) is null-controllable in time τ .
2. The function
ω 7→
∑
n∈N
|Reλn|s′es′Re λnτ
‖bn‖s′ |∠(eλntbn, spanj 6=n,j∈N{eλj tbj})|s′
p−λn(iω) (25)
lies in Lp/(p−s
′)(R).
Remark 3.12 Once again, expressions (24) and (25) simplify in the scalar case N = 1, using
(22); the resulting formulae provide a generalization of [5, Thm. 2.1].
Corollary 3.13 Suppose that U = Lp(0,∞;CN ). Then:
(i) If 1 < p ≤ s′ <∞ and p ≥ 2, then (24) is a sufficient condition for the null controllability
of (17) in time τ .
(ii) If 1 < p ≤ s′ <∞ and p ≤ 2, then (24) is a necessary condition for the null controllability
of (17) in time τ .
(iii) If 1 < s′ < p <∞ and p ≥ 2, then (25) is a sufficient condition for the null controllability
of (17) in time τ .
(iv) If 1 < s′ < p <∞ and p ≤ 2, then (25) is a necessary condition for the null controllability
of (17) in time τ .
Proof Again this follows from Theorems 3.10 and 3.11, using the Hausdorff–Young theorem.
Similarly to Theorem 3.8, equivalent conditions concerning null controllability for the case
U = H2β(R+,CN ) with 0 < β < 1/2 can be obtained.
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3.3 Conditions for approximate controllability
Next we characterize approximately controllable systems in terms of their eigenvalues and the
operator B. By en we denote the nth unit vector of C
N . For the purposes of this subsection,
we introduce the interpolation space Xs,α defined for α ∈ R and 1 < s <∞ by
Xs,α =
{∑
n∈N
xnφn : {xn|λn|α} ∈ ℓs
}
,
with norm
‖x‖s,α :=
(∑
n∈N
|xn|s|λn|αs
)1/s
.
The dual space to Xs,α, with the natural pairing, can be identified with Xs′,−α, and clearly
X = Xs,0.
Theorem 3.14 Suppose that U = Lp(0,∞;CN ) with 1 < p < ∞, {λn : n ∈ N} is totally
disconnected, that is, no two points λ, µ ∈ {λn : n ∈ N} can be joined by a segment lying
entirely in {λn : n ∈ N}. Then for B ∈ L(CN ,Xs,α) the following properties are equivalent:
1. The system (17) is approximately controllable.
2. rank(〈Be1, φn〉, · · · , 〈BeN , φn〉) = 1 for all n ∈ N.
Proof It is easy to see that statement 1 implies statement 2.
To show that statement 2 implies statement 1, we adapt the proof of [2, Thm. 4.2.3], beginning
with the special case that B ∈ L(CN ,X). We need to show that the reachability subspace
R = R(B∞) is dense in X. As in [2, Thm. 4.1.19] we obtain that R is the smallest closed,
T (t)-invariant subspace in X containing R(B) and hence equal to the closed linear span of
{φn : n ∈ J} for some J ⊆ N, see [2, Thm. 2.5.8]. The remainder of the proof follows exactly
as in [2, Thm. 4.2.3].
To deduce the result in the general case B ∈ L(CN ,Xs,α), we fix an integer m > −α. Now
we know that the system (A, β), where
β :=
∞∑
j=1
〈·, B∗φj〉
(1− λj)mφj ∈ L(C
N ,X),
is approximately controllable, by the arguments above. Using the fact that
B∞f =
∞∑
j=1
∫ ∞
0
eλnt〈f(t), B∗φj〉 dt φj =
∞∑
j=1
〈fˆ(−λj), B∗φj〉φj ,
where fˆ denotes the Laplace transform of f , we get that the set
Sβ :=

∞∑
j=1
〈fˆ(−λj), B∗φj〉
(1− λj)m φj : f ∈ L
p(R+,C
N )

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is dense in H. Similarly, let
SB :=

∞∑
j=1
〈fˆ(−λj), B∗φj〉φj : f ∈ Lp(R+,CN )
 .
Now if f ∈ Lp(0,∞;CN ), then so is the function g obtaining by taking the convolution
between f and the function t 7→ tm−1e−t/(m− 1)!, and then
∞∑
j=1
〈fˆ(−λj), B∗φj〉
(1− λj)m φj =
∞∑
j=1
〈gˆ(−λj), B∗φj〉φj .
Hence Sβ ⊆ SB , which implies that SB is dense in X, as required.
It would be of interest to decide whether the above result still holds for arbitrary X(bn), but
it seems that the methods of the proof do not extend directly to the general situation.
3.4 Application to the Heat Equation
As in [5, 6], we shall very briefly consider the one-dimensional heat equation on [0, 1], given
by
∂z
∂t
(ξ, t) =
∂2z
∂ξ2
(ξ, t), (ξ ∈ (0, 1), t ≥ 0),
z(0, t) = 0, z(1, t) = u(t), (t ≥ 0),
z(ξ, 0) = z0(ξ), (ξ ∈ (0, 1)).
This may be written in the form (17) with X = L2(0, 1), and Aφn = λnφn for n ∈ N, where
φn(x) =
√
2 sin(nπx) and λn = −π2n2.
We shall take scalar inputs with bn = n exp(−n2), but, to avoid repeating arguments analo-
gous to those in [5, 6], we shall consider the case s = 2, p > 2, where Carleson embeddings
cannot be tested directly on rectangles, in order to demonstrate how Theorem 3.11 and Re-
mark 3.12 can be applied.
We make use of the following two estimates.
1. From [5], one has
1 ≤
∏
j 6=n
∣∣∣∣λn + λjλn − λj
∣∣∣∣ ≤ exp(4n(1 + log n)) for each n ∈ N. (26)
2. The Lq(iR) norm of a Poisson kernel can be estimated by direct integration using (1),
and one obtains
‖pz‖Lq ≍ (Re z)−1+1/q for z ∈ C+, (27)
which with q = p/(p− 2) yields (Re z)−2/p.
In the framework of Theorem 3.11 and Remark 3.12 with U = L−1Hp′(C+,C) a necessary
and sufficient condition for null-controllability in time τ is that the function
ω 7→
∑
n∈N
n2 exp(2n2) exp(−2n2π2τ)
∏
j 6=n
∣∣∣∣λn + λjλn − λj
∣∣∣∣2 p−λn(iω) (28)
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lies in Lp/(p−2)(R). This is a sufficient condition in the case U = Lp(0,∞;CN ), by Corol-
lary 3.13. Note that checking such a condition is made simpler by the fact that the expression
in (28) is a sum of positive functions
We deduce easily using (26) and (27) that estimate (28) holds if τ > 1/π2, since the series
of Poisson kernels converges in Lp/(p−2) norm, but does not hold if τ < 1/π2, since the series
does not converge. This is in accordance with the results obtained in the case p = 2.
4 Conclusions
We have seen that problems of minimal-norm tangential interpolation can be linked to ques-
tions involving Carleson measures and to more general versions such as those presented in
[3, 8]. These in turn have applications to controllability questions where the input spaces are
vectorial Sobolev spaces or Lp spaces. Provided that the sequence of eigenvalues is reasonably
regularly-distributed, it is possible to solve such questions by the techniques presented above.
One significant open question remains, namely, to find an exact necessary and sufficient
condition for interpolation in the right half-plane by functions that are Laplace transforms of
Lp(0,∞) functions; even the discrete case of interpolation in the disc by an analytic function
whose Fourier coefficients form an ℓp sequence is only fully solved in the case p = 2. A full
answer to this question would have immediate applications.
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